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During the three-year artistic practice, the author started with the intervention of 
details, questioning life with the details. Neglected details in daily life are concerned, 
and extended by imagination, thus, the notions of reality and the connection between 
different objects, and between human beings and objects have been re-comprehended. 
Artistic practice consists of the concerns about individual and authentic experience in 
reality. Details are breakthrough points to extricate preconceived thinking patterns, 
and artistic creation is a process of successive questioning about the value of 
individual. The thesis is narrated in the order of different stages during this process, 
and elaborates forward step by step. The thesis attempts to summarize visual language 
by using literal language, and figures out personal artistic language. Simultaneously, it 
is a deep thinking process of artistic practice as well. 
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图 2：摄影作品《伤疤》 2006 年 
2006 年 创作于厦门 中国/厦门 
 
第三节 细节的吸引 
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图 3：影象装置《游戏》 2007 年 











































图 4：影象作品 《穿孔》 2007 年 
2007 年 创作于厦门 中国/厦门 
图 5：影像装置作品 《ASSIMILATING》 2008 年 
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